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Name:   Date: 

�	Directions:

zz Notice how Albert Einstein is introduced in this lead.

zz Use one color highlighter pen to show positive attributes.

zz Use a different color highlighter pen to show negative attributes.

Odd Boy Out: Young Albert Einstein
by Don Brown

On a sunny, cold Friday in the old city of Ulm, Germany, a baby named Albert Einstein is 
born. It is March 14, 1879.

The joy his family has for the new birth is brief.

His grandmother cries, “Much too fat. Much too fat.”

And his mother fears his head is too big.

Be patient and all will be well, the doctor insists. And he is right, although the back of 
Albert’s head will always appear somewhat swollen.

Albert grows, and soon it is time for him to coo and babble and make cute words. But 
he says . . . nothing. His family frets and waits and frets and waits. Is Albert well?

Finally, he talks, and when he does he can be clever and sharp. When he is nearly three, 
his parents promise Albert a surprise, and he expects a toy. When instead they present 
him with a baby sister, he says, “Where are the wheels?”

	� How would you describe Albert from the information so far?

 

 

 

 

Note: Don Brown writes with an engaging voice and injects humor into his account of Albert Einstein’s first years and the fact that he 
didn’t talk until later than usual. When the grandmother cries, “Much too fat. Much too fat” you can picture the scene so clearly. The 
sentence “His family frets and waits and frets and waits,” continues the wry tone. And with the last line of the excerpt, it’s almost like 
the punch line of a joke: “Where are the wheels?” Don Brown’s purpose here is to both inform and entertain. You might want to 
compare it to an adult biography of Einstein, to notice similarities and differences in the facts.

E X C E R P T S  T O  W R I T E  A B O U T

Albert Einstein Biographies

(Continued)
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	� Now read the lead of this next book. How is Einstein introduced? How is it similar to the first? 
How does it differ?

On a Beam of Light:  
A Story of Albert Einstein
by Jennifer Berne

Over 100 years ago, as the stars swirled in the sky, as the Earth circled the sun, as the 
March winds blew through a little town by a river, a baby boy was born. His parents 
named him Albert.

Albert turned one year old. And didn’t say a word.

Albert turned two. And didn’t say a word.

Albert turned three. And hardly said a word at all.

He just looked around with his big, curious eyes.

Looked and wondered. Looked and wondered.

His parents worried. Little Albert was so different: was there something wrong? But he 
was their baby, so they loved him . . . no matter what.

One day, when Albert was sick in bed, his father brought him a compass—a small round 
case with a magnetic needle inside. No matter which way Albert turned the compass, 
the needle always pointed north, as if held by an invisible hand. Albert was so amazed 
his body trembled.

Suddenly he knew there were mysteries in the world—hidden and silent, unknown and 
unseen.

He wanted, more than anything, to understand those mysteries.

	� What new information have you learned about Einstein?

 

 

 

 

Note: Jennifer Berne describes Albert Einstein’s delayed development of speech in a simple, almost song-like manner. At the same 
time, she manages to convey detail about his intelligence and innate curiosity with “He just looked around with his big, curious eyes. 
Looked and wondered. Looked and wondered.” You can infer that he was smart and taking in the world, even though he didn’t talk. 
Then, when we learn that he was so excited by the compass that he trembled, it makes sense. It’s “in character.” Berne manages to 
convey character in very few words.

(Continued)
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	� Now compare this excerpt from the introduction to the chapter book Who Was Albert Einstein? 
to the first two. How is Einstein introduced? How is he elaborated? (In other words, how does 
the author explain his life and accomplishments?)

Who Was Albert Einstein?
by Jess Brallier

Did you know that Albert Einstein was a very poor student who got kicked out of school? 
Well, he was. Yet he was one of the most brilliant people that the world has ever known.

Did you know that Albert was a peace-loving person who hated war? Well, he was. Yet 
his work led to the creation of the most destructive bomb ever.

Did you know that Albert was shy and hated publicity and attention? Yet he was a media 
superstar. Even now, fifty years after his death, Hollywood still makes movies about him—
and T-shirts, coffee mugs, and posters are decorated with pictures of his famous face.

Who was Albert Einstein? You are about to find out.

	� How did the author introduce Einstein’s accomplishments? What new information have you 
learned?

 

 

 

 

	� In this final excerpt, notice the elaboration. Read to find out new information.

Giants of Science: Albert Einstein
by Kathleen Krull

“If I have seen further [than other people] it is by standing upon the shoulders of giants.”

—Isaac Newton, 1675

Albert Einstein had major bedhead. His hair looked as though he’d stuck a finger in an 
electrical socket. Besides being fashion-challenged, he had problems with school, women, 
money, memory, and day-to-day life. In the lab, things around him tended to explode. 
For years no university would have anything to do with him. For years he toiled as a 
clerk in a government job.

(Continued)
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But he had his charms. He became king of the snappy sound bite, always bemused, sort 
of cuddly, with soulful eyes. And quite rightfully, his name has become a synonym for 
genius. His work in physics, the science that studies the behavior of objects in motion, 
was revolutionary. At age twenty-six, in 1905, this man changed the course of the world 
with his theory of relativity and his famous equation E = mc2. Energy and matter, he said, 
were basically the same thing, and you could convert one into the other. It is no 
exaggeration to talk of a pre-Einstein and a post-Einstein world.

	� What new information do you learn about Einstein from this final excerpt?

 

 

 

 

Note: This author chooses to open a book on Albert Einstein with a series of examples that shows the contrasts between Albert’s 
traits and how his genius affected the world. He was a “very poor student,” yet his name is now synonymous with genius. The writer 
shares other ironies, and it works to pique a reader’s curiosity about this well-known figure. The author’s touching upon the pop 
culture aspect of his scientific fame is another way of signaling to the reader, “don’t worry, this is not going to be a dry, factual 
biography.” The author writes in a conversational voice to also ease her audience’s mind that the ensuing pages will both entertain 
and inform.

(Continued)
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